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THIS BRAND GUIDE CONTAINS ALL THE ELEMENTS YOU NEED TO CREATE EFFECTIVE
AND CONSISTENT MARKETING, ADVERTISING AND COMMUNICATIONS MATERIALS.
PLEASE FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THESE IMPORTANT GUIDELINES AND HELP US
STRENGTHEN THIS DISTINCT AND COHESIVE BRAND WE CALL 3FISH, INC.

Welcome to the 3Fish Brand Guide. Good brand management is a critical factor in the success of our
company, and the guidelines contained in this book will help reinforce the 3Fish brand across many
different channels. Any contact we have with customers (and each other) should convey a clear and
consistent brand identity at all times. In a competitive marketplace, a distinct, consistent and memorable
brand presence provides valuable competitive advantage.

I. BRAND MESSAGING

II. OUR BRAND

III. BRAND USAGE

BRAND MESSAGING :: BRAND STORY

3 Fish is a dynamic seafood supplier specializing in value-added products and premium, fresh cut seafood. We offer a wide range of
sustainably-sourced seafood products that will delight your customers with their flavor, creativity and convenience. We are a family
business that is driven by innovation and run with integrity. With us, you’ll get the advantage of working with collaborative partners who
strive to help you create memorable mealtime experiences for your customers. And, because our seafood experts are obsessed with the
details, you’ll only get products from us that meet the most rigorous standard of all: We only sell what we’d be proud to serve to our
own families.
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BRAND MESSAGING :: TONE AND BUZZ WORDS

TONE
We are intensely focused on the quality and integrity of our products.
We take the time to do everything right, from precision cuts to hand-crafted cakes.
We genuinely care about our customers and our team.
We adapt to our clients needs to help them thrive.
We will do whatever it takes to make our clients happy.
We do a great job and have some fun along the way.

BUZZ WORDS
Dynamic. Innovative. Nimble.
Customized. Flexible. Specialized.
Hand cut. Hand made. Fresh. Flavor. Flavorful.
Warmth. Relationships. Proactive. Caring.
Trust. Trustworthy. People. Integrity.
Quality. Superior. Premium.
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BRAND MESSAGING :: KEY TAKEAWAYS

OUR PRODUCTS ARE SUPERIOR.
We make superior products. Our products consistently outdo the competition in flavor and freshness.
From start to finish, our rigorous controls ensure they maintain exceptional quality from the moment
the fish is caught until the very last bite leaves the plate.

OUR SERVICE IS UNRIVALED.
Our service is unrivaled. We build relationships with our clients that are based on trust. We pride
ourselves on being reliable, dynamic, and creative in how we approach customer service.

WE ARE YOUR PARTNERS IN INNOVATION.
We are your partners in innovation. We are here to help you exceed your customer’s expectations when
it comes to seafood. Our goal is to be a partner that helps you creatively meet the needs of your
customers.

WE ARE A FAMILY.
We are a family. Everyone who is a part of our team is part of the 3 Fish family. We only sell products
that we’d be proud to serve our own families.

SUSTAINABLE SOURCING.
We believe in preserving the ocean’s resources. We want future generations to enjoy good seafood, so
we make it a point to know every one of our suppliers and their sourcing practices.
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BRAND MESSAGING :: TAGLINES
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LEADING

3FISH PLAY - LEAD

Innovation, made to order.

Respect for our partners.

Delivering innovation daily.

Respect for our people.

Modern seafood solutions.

Respect for our products.

Your partner in innovation.
Run with integrity. Driven by innovation.

3FISH PLAY - OTHER

Innovative seafood collaboration.

Handmade. Hand cut. Handheld.

Transformative seafood solutions.

Innovation. Quality. Service.
Respect for the customer.

OTHER TAGLINES

Respect for the fish.

Family owned. Innovation driven.

Respect for the sea.

Made to order.

Run with integrity. Driven by innovation.

Delivering value daily.

Obsessed with service.

Value meets excellence.

Run with integrity. Driven by innovation.

Everyday solutions. Uncommon quality.

Focused on service.

Everyday solutions meets uncommon quality.

Focused on sustainability. Run with integrity.

Everyday solutions, exceptional quality.

Driven by innovation.

Your seafood solution.
Specialized seafood purveyors.
Purveyors of specialized seafood products.

BRAND MESSAGING :: HEADLINES

LEADING HEADLINES
Innovative solutions for mealtime preparation.
We offer innovative solutions for everyday meal planning.
Made by our family with care so you can serve your family with ease.
Innovation solutions for the dinner table.
We combine a time-tested approach to customer service with a modern approach to seafood.
We combine a time-tested approach to customer service with an innovative take on seafood.
After this many years in the seafood business, we’ve learned when to change and when to keep
things exactly the same.
Old-fashioned in our insistence on great customer service, modern in our
approach to great seafood.
We start with superior seafood and other choice ingredients, crafting products
that are delicious and convenient.

CAKE SPECIFIC HEADLINES
Our seafood cakes are hand crafted from the best ingredients, yielding superior
taste and texture.
We make the world’s best seafood cakes.
Our handcrafted seafood cakes are unmatched in flavor and texture.
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BRAND MESSAGING :: HEADLINES

OTHER HEADLINES
We create products that we’d be proud to serve to our own families.
We only sell products that we’d be proud to serve to our own families.
We only sell products that we’d serve to our own families.
We are as obsessed with great quality as we are with great service.
Our innovations taste great.
We’ve built a culture around quality.
We’ve built a team that is obsessed with quality.
We specialize in specializing.
We specialize in responding to the unique requests of our clients.
We are the solution for ready-to-cook options and top-quality fresh seafood.
We help you anticipate what the diner and the home cook want to enjoy next.
We add value to products that deliver value to your customers.
We make our customers look good to theirs.
Helping you offer innovative solutions for mealtime preparation.
We craft superior seafood products that bring your customers back time and again.9
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OUR BRAND :: BRAND MARK

BRAND MARK (LOGO)
Our logo is a central component of the 3Fish
brand. This symbol serves as an instantly
recognizable visual cue for our customers and
business partners. The logo consists of three
parts, the 3Fish brand mark symbol, the logotype
and the registration mark. These three elements
must always be included when reproducing the
logo.
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OUR BRAND :: COLOR APPLICATION
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COLOR APPLICATION
There are only two distinct versions of the 3Fish logo. The

FULL COLOR

100% BLACK

BACKGROUND

KNOCKED OUT WHITE

mark should primarily be used in the 100% black version
, however context contrast (with regard to background
color

and

surrounding

imagery)

and

production

parameters all should be considered when choosing the
color application.

When it’s necessary to apply the logo to media other
than paper or on-screen (e.g. Fabric, wood, metal, glass
or leather), the logo may be silkscreened, blind
embossed, etched, engraved, etc.

OUR BRAND :: SECONDARY AND SUPPORT ELEMENTS
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SECONDARY AND SUPPORT ELEMENTS
SECONDARY FULL LOGO

PATTERNS

ICONOGRAPHY

OUR BRAND :: SIZING

SIZING
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MINIMUM PRINTED SIZE

The mark can be used at any size, but to ensure
legibility across all mediums, it should not be printed
smaller than 1 inch wide or used smaller than 100
pixels wide in a digital format.
1 in.

Using the logo in a consistent manner across all applications
helps to both establish and reinforce immediate recognition of

MINIMUM DIGITAL SIZE

the 3Fish brand.

100 px

OUR BRAND :: SPACE

SPACE
To ensure clarity, impact, and overall brand consistency,
a minimum area of protection, or breathing room, free of
competing text should surround the 3Fish logo. The area
of protection for the 3Fish logo should be equal to or
greater than the height of the “circle icon” or 1x. But the
height-to-width ratio should always remain the same.

It is important to maintain the exact proportions of the mark.
It may be reduced or enlarged but the height-to-width ratio
should always remain the same.
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OUR BRAND :: INCORRECT USAGE
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INCORRECT USAGE
The 3Fish logo should never be recreated or

A. DO NOT DISTORT PROPORTIONS

B. DO NOT CHANGE TYPEFACE

altered. Please only use approved digital artwork

3 FISH

for reproduction. The 3Fish logo should never be
reproduced from printed documents. The following
examples show many, but not all, unacceptable
uses of the 3Fish logo. But the height-to-width
ratio should always remain the same.
C. DO NOT CHANGE COLORS

A. Do not distort proportions
B. Do not change typeface
C. Do not use multiple colors
D. Do not add stroke to logo

D. DO NOT ADD STROKE TO LOGO

OUR BRAND :: COLOR PALETTE
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COLOR PALETTE
Color is a powerful element of the 3Fish brand, and our
distinctive palette creates a strong first impression in
the minds of our customers. Our primary palette is
composed of four colors. It is important that each of

PMS 5435 U

PMS 7597 U

C32 M9 Y8 K7

C0 M68 Y95 K0

R157 G180 G196

R214 G103 B86

HEX 9DB4C4

HEX D66756

PMS 2767 U

PMS Warm Gray 1U

C94 M76 Y12 K35

C2 M3 Y7 K8

R74 G76 G100

R219 G213 B205

HEX 4A4C64

HEX DBD5CD

these colors be used correctly and distinctly, so please
use precision when reproducing a color in our palette.
Color builds are provided to the right for accurate color
reproduction.

By using the Pantone® system, we can ensure that the colors of 3Fish
and its related brands are as accurate and true as possible. Please do
not attempt to substitute the colors represented in this brand guide.

OUR BRAND :: PRIMARY TYPEFACE
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PRIMARY TYPEFACE
Granjon LT Std is the primary typeface. This
serif family is characterized by a magnificent
and most readable text face with the added

Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVXYZ
Roman
Italic

bonus of well-formed capitals and numerals,

GR A N JON LT S T D
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()_+{}:”<>

Bold

with little variation in weight aside from bold and
italic — a perfect fit for the 3Fish brand.

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
8pt.

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
10pt.

The quick brown fox jumps over a
12pt.

Contact the marketing department to secure a copy of this
typeface family. Additional licenses can be purchased from:
https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/linotype/granjon/

The quick brown fox jumps over
14pt.

The quick brown fox jumps
18pt.

OUR BRAND :: SYSTEM TYPEFACE

SECONDARY TYPEFACE
To add contrast and dimension to the primary typeface
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AA

Granjon LT Std, please use Blair MD ITC TT Medium.
Blair is an all-caps monoline serif which helps support

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVXYZ

Roman
Italic

the main font with added contrast and character, further

BLAIR MD ITC TT MEDIUM

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()_+{}:”<>

Bold

adding dimension and interest to the brand.
The quick brown fox
8pt.

The quick brown fox
10pt.

The quick brown fox
12pt.

The quick brown fox
Additional licenses can be purchased from:

14pt.

https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/itc/blair/

The quick brown
18pt.

OUR BRAND :: SYSTEM TYPEFACE

SYSTEM TYPEFACE
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GEORGIA REGULAR
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

When our primary typeface Granjon LT Std is unavailable

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

for digital applications, it is acceptable to use arial as a

1234567890!@”:;#$%^&*()-<>?/

substitute. Although this typeface comes in many

GEORGIA ITALIC

different styles, the four approved styles to the right are

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

the most widely used and available.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@”:;#$%^&*()-<>?/

GEORGIA BOLD
Arial is a system font and should
be available on any Mac or PC.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@”:;#$%^&*()-<>?/

GEORGIA BOLD ITALIC
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@”:;#$%^&*()-<>?/

OUR BRAND :: ICON SIZE DIFFERENCES
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ICON SIZE DIFFERENCES
The icon for the 3 Fish brand is designed in two different

A

| .5” AND BELOW |

B

| .5” AND ABOVE |

formats which are required to be used depending on the
icon size. For icon usage 2” and above, please defer to
the larger icon. For instances of .5” and below, please
use the (A) icon which is designed to look great in any
small application. For instances of .5” and above, please
defer to the (B) icon which is designed to look great
when scaled large.

